
The  Seventeenth Century 
(the 1600s) 

 
Religious Trends 
Big Picture:  Brutal Religious Wars break out again, but  passions are exhausted by 1650 
  Religious Wars spread to international levels. 
 30 Years War dominates the 1st half of the Century (1618 - 1648)  Peace of Westphalia 
 
Political Trends 
Growth of Absolutism in Western Europe, while turmoil in Britain produces a limited monarchy  
 France:  
   - - Cardinal Richelieu (Louis XIII) increase the pace of centralization of power (during the 1st half) 
   - - Louis XIV (1643-1715)  the Sun King establishes Versailles as the seat of power in France 
 Russia:   Peter the Great (1689 - 1725)  westernizes & modernizes Russia   
 England:   Limited (Constitutional) Monarchy is established by The Glorious Revolution (1688),   
   but only after a great deal of turmoil and struggle.  AFTER the Parliamentary struggle  
   with the Stuart Monarchs gives rise to the Civil War (1642-1646)   Puritans hijack the  
   parliamentarian cause, execute King Charles I (1649), and establish the Commonwealth  
   under the leadership of Oliver Cromwell 
 Dutch Republic:  Gains formal independence in 1648,  sparking their “Golden Age” 
 
International Trends 
France dominates Europe after the 30Years War  as  Spain declines 
 Spain:   Decline of Spanish Power (ruinous wars & feeble leadership) 
 Prussia:  the rise of Prussia (in the aftermath of the 30 Years War) under William the Great Elector 
 Austria:  the Hapsburgs focus their energy on their hereditary kingdom of Austria  
      (abandoning the Holy Roman Empire)  and focus their policies toward the East 
 Sweden:  Well organized state that dominates  north-eastern Europe   
Religious Warfare of the first half of the century   turns into  Economic / Political wars in the second 
 France, England, & the Dutch fight several trade wars amongst themselves 
 
Economic Trends 
Mercantilistic Dominance, but the emergence of  Capitalism 
 Mercantilism is the dominant economic philosophy for European States 
 Overseas Empires bring  wealth:   
  Spanish / Portuguese dominance (1600) evolves into an English / Dutch prominence (1700)  
 The Dutch make economic innovations that produce the Commercial Revolution 
  (joint-stock companies,  banking,  monopolies, etc) 
 
Social Trends 
 “little ice age” begins:  reducing food output and causing famines 
 Population is declining (high mortality rates) 
 “Witch” Hysteria surfaces periodically 
 Baroque style reflects the turbulence of the age (and Dutch Realism) 
 
Science / Technology 
The Scientific Revolution is in full swing  
 In the advancement of knowledge   (Kepler 1609, Galileo’s trial 1633,  Newton’s Principia 1686) 
 and in the development of the scientific method (Descartes and Bacon) 
 The Church  fights against the new scientific thought 



 
 


